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Editor’s Note: Well-intentioned people doing the wrong thing. That is the unfortunate
situation in Arizona. And it will have dire consequences for the rest of the nation as
the popularity of the Arizona law spreads. We must fix it now. --TAD

Unfortunately, Arizona does NOT have it right
By Tom DeWeese and Mark Lerner

There is no question that the citizens of Arizona, like the
citizens of all of the southern border states, face grave and
outrageous dangers from the invasion of illegals rushing
across the borders. Private property is being destroyed;
crime is skyrocketing; costs for schools and hospitals is
forcing bankruptcy on local communities; and violence
is becoming a way of life. No American, living in a nation
where rights are supposed to be protected and guaranteed,
should be forced to live under such conditions.

good to the all-important fight to stop illegal immigration.
Worse, it may stand as a direct threat to the liberties of all
Americans, which the law was actually intended to protect.

The problem, of course, is that the federal government
refuses to take the actions necessary to stop illegal
immigration. It refuses to secure the border either by placing
more border patrol agents in place or allowing local police
forces to take action when they have a known illegal in their
custody. In addition, the federal government refuses to
allow local and state agencies to withdraw taxpayer services
like schools, healthcare and welfare to illegals.

In that vein, it is important to note that information
is power and currently, only the federal government is
collecting such information. SB1070 could change that,
not only in Arizona, but in states that are now considering
enacting similar laws. Moreover, the information the federal
government is collecting is your information and it is
being shared with international law enforcement agencies
and foreign governments at the discretion of the federal
government.

As a result, the lure of easy money and free housing,
health care and schools looming just across an unprotected
border draws those now living in the failed socialist Mexican
system. The risk is low and the rewards are high. And so they
come in ever growing numbers, swamping the systems that
were set up to serve American taxpayers.

In this Issue

Desperate Arizonians have had enough and have taken
steps to do something about it. As a result, the state has
passed and is ready to enforce legislation (SB1070) that has
become a national debate on how to best secure our nation
against this ever growing invasion. The problem is, in spite of
its courageous stand as an example to the rest of the nation,
Arizona may not have it right and will do more harm than

To understand the potential threat to Americans liberties
posed by SB1070, it must be put in the proper context of
what the federal government is driving towards – a total
surveillance society, seeking any and all information about
each and every American citizen.

Unintended Consequences
There is no question that our country must deal with the
problem of illegal immigration. The purpose of SB1070 is to
identify people in our country illegally, specifically Arizona,
and insure those people are sent back to their country of
origin. But how is that to be accomplished, according the
SB1070?
1) The following is the wording contained in the legislation:
E. Except as provided in federal law, officials or agencies
of this state and counties, cities, towns and other political
subdivisions of this state may not be prohibited or in any way
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be restricted from sending, receiving or maintaining information relating to the immigration
status, lawful or unlawful, of any individual or exchanging that information with any other
federal, state or local governmental entity for the following official purposes:
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1. Determining eligibility for any public benefit, service or license provided by any federal,
state, local or other political subdivision of this state.
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2. Verifying any claim of residence or domicile if determination of residence or domicile is
required under the laws of this state or a judicial order issued pursuant to a civil or criminal
proceeding in this state.
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2) SB1070 is and will be used as a“tool”allowing the federal government to have at its disposal
more information about U.S. citizens. This is an example of unintended consequences.
The wording of the bill (see above) calls for the personal information of all Arizona
citizens to be sent to DHS/federal government whether the person is seeking any public
benefit or applying for any type of license (can be a fishing license, driver’s license, business
license, hunting license or even a permit for a weapon). Although there is a minimum
amount of information that will be provided to the federal government the legislation
does not set any limit on just how much information can or should be provided the federal
government.
3) The domicile issue must and should be handled by those responsible for the issuance
of driver’s licenses and not every other state agency and/or department. Many women do
not want their physical address shared with potentially many people because of domestic
violence issues. Many Americans were concerned about the census this year. It is one
thing for the government to have a count of the population but another to have the exact
location (GPS) of every person’s residence.
4) The federal government has a number of pieces of proposed legislation that will result
in what some refer to as a “national ID”. These various ID’s all incorporate biometrics
(measurements of the body). The standards for the biometrics (facial recognition) are the
adopted standards of the ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization) an agency of
the United Nations. U.S. citizens are not just being enrolled into a national identification
system but an international system of identification that applies to all people of the world.
This “system” directly links your body to a system of financial control.
5) Currently the Real ID Act 2005 is federal law. Congress is considering repealing Title II
of the Real ID Act and passing the PASS ID Act. This would NOT change U.S. citizens being
enrolled into a single global system of identification that directly links that identification
to a person’s ability to buy, sell or travel. Also, Congress is considering a new biometric
social security card and as part of the Immigration Reform legislation, a biometric “National
Worker’s Identification” card. The recently passed Obama Healthcare Reform bill will result
in some type of national medical identification card. The details on that card will become
more apparent as the rulemaking process plays out for the legislation.
6) At what point will the states stop relying on the federal government to accomplish what
the states can do for the most part without the reliance on the federal government? The
federal government has made no secret of its intention to compile as much information
about each citizen as possible. This includes your biometric samples and data.
6A) The federal government wants the personal information of Americans either
through direct electronic access or indirect access. Currently the “federal government”
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has much of our personal information already. The fact is
“that information” is spread out over many departments
and agencies of the federal government. DHS wants a
more centralized system and thus we have witnessed
the Real ID Act 2005 and now the PASS ID Act.
Because the standards for both Real ID and PASS
ID are the adopted standards of two international
organizations, AAMVA (American Association of Motor
Vehicle Administrators-An international organization by
their own admission that currently includes the provinces
of Canada and the states and territories of the United
States and the ICAO, the driver’s license would become not
simply a national ID but more accurately an international
ID. International standards are only used to facilitate global
information sharing.
U.S. citizens should know that their federal tax dollars
were used to provide states with grant money in order to
assure that the districts of Mexico are added to AAMVA’s
jurisdiction. AAMVA wants a single jurisdiction of the United
States, Canada and Mexico. It was no accident this single
jurisdiction concept began in 1994 when the NAFTA treaty
was signed.

The Fed’s “free pass” - Exemption
The following comes from a February 2006 GCN
(Government Computer News) article: (Mocny/DHS) said,
‘We have a responsibility to make a Global Security Envelope
that would coordinate information policies and technical
standards.’
Robert Mocny, of the Department of Homeland Security,
conceded that each of the 10 privacy laws currently in effect
in the United States has an exemption clause for nationalsecurity purposes. He added that the department only
resorts to its essentially unlimited authority under those
clauses when officials decide that there are compelling
reasons to do so.
In a 2007 article in the same publication Mocny stated
“We’re starting the process of biometrifying [sic] a good
proportion of the world population.” Robert Mocny also
stated that “information sharing is appropriate around the
world, and DHS plans to create a “Global Security Envelope
of internationally shared biometric data that would
permanently link individuals with biometric ID, personal
information held by governments and corporations.”
Mocny’s Department of Homeland Security is the
same government agency that has stated nearly all
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Americans are potentially domestic terrorists. Under Real
ID, the Secretary of DHS is given the authority in the “Official
Purposes” section to add restrictions at his or hers own
discretion. Real ID currently restricts entrance to a federal
facility, flying on a commercial airliner or entering a nuclear
facility. Tomorrow we could see restrictions on purchasing
weapons, ammunition or even prescription drugs. This kind
of unfettered authority is unacceptable.
In Mocny’s statement we see that DHS can decide when
to ignore our privacy laws. He never mentions consulting
with Congress or even the President for that matter.
SB1070 does not create a national ID card but it does
embolden the federal government. States should not and
must not depend or rely on the federal government when
the states themselves can go a long way towards resolving
the issue of citizenship.
There would be times when the federal government
might be needed but first every state has a responsibility
to only involve the federal government when all other
means have been exhausted. We cannot comprehend why
a state would offer up/volunteer their own citizen’s personal
information to a department of the federal government that
has made their intentions clear. Let us not forget DHS had
made it clear that it believes domestic terrorism is a much
threat as terrorism initiated outside our borders. If they felt
you were a potential terrorist would they share your personal
information with other governments and/or corporations?
Do you belong to a third party or support a third party
candidate? Are you an anti-war activist or environmentalist?
Are you an Evangelical Christian? Do you believe the
militias are constitutional? If you answered yes to any of the
proceeding questions you are under the eye of DHS.

A real solution - the Hub System
The Real ID Act and the PASS ID Act breeder documents
(documents needed to obtain a driver’s license) must be
authenticated. Nearly all citizens of the United States have
birth certificates or an acceptable alternative. We suggest
a “hub” system be put in place that is solely controlled by
the states. The hub itself would not retain any information,
only act as a conduit. All DMV’s would have the capability to
communicate with the state issuing agencies or departments
of birth certificates. Not everyone has what is called a birth
certificate. Certificates of Birth and other similar documents
can be authenticated just as birth certificates can.
The federal government wants birth certificates
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digitized and we agree. We go one step further and believe
all birth certificates must be numbered starting with the two
letter abbreviation for each state. Once a birth certificate
is presented to acquire a driver’s license or other form of
identification the birth certificate number would go into
databases as active. If anyone else attempted to use that
same numbered birth certificate the “system” would show
that birth certificate had been used previously to obtain an
ID document or driver’s license. At that point it would be
very simple to determine if someone was attempting to use
another person’s birth certificate or if a person was using a
birth certificate that was not in the “system”.
SB1070 is enabling DHS to gather much more personal
information of citizens. Domicile information is not the
business of DHS. We would ask that Arizona legislators work
with the legislators of the other states and agree to create
the hub system described above. Telecommunications
companies tell us that the network could be in place in a
short period of time. A focused and coordinated effort must
take place to digitize and number birth certificates.

It’s easy to beat the biometric net
We, as a country do not have the biometric data of most
Islamic extremists or for that matter many of the people
entering our country illegally through Mexico or Canada.
If a person comes into our country and we do not have
their biometric data there is nothing right now to stop that
person from “beating” the “system”. That person can obtain
counterfeit breeder documents including a birth certificate
and social security card for a couple of hundred dollars.
Yet, our government is insisting all Americans be
enrolled into a single global biometric identification system
(facial recognition). There is a reason facial recognition is
not used to see if a person has a driver’s license in other
states. The technology does not work when hundreds of
millions of images are compared. (Source: 2003 AAMVA
sponsored report conducted by the IBG (International
Biometric Group).
Recently the talk of all forms of a “national/international
ID has sparked debate over the cost of such an ambitious
effort. Estimates run in the hundreds of billions of dollars.
The cost of putting in place a hub system that would allow
for the issuing agency at the state level of state driver’s
licenses to authenticate a birth certificate with the issuing
state agency that is responsible for birth certificates would
be far, far less and the states would control the hub - not
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the federal government. The hub would simply be a secure
telecommunication system that would require multiple
“super computers” to crack. The hub would be far more
secure than DMV offices are currently.
The only reason the Real ID Act and PASS ID do not violate
the 1974 Privacy Act is that the states that are collecting
the personal information of citizens that DHS wants. The
states are being used as surrogates. SB1070 is tantamount
to giving a child a free pass in a candy store. In this case
Arizona is feeding DHS citizen’s information.

The DHS drive for total surveillance
is a threat to liberty
Keep in mind it is each citizen’s foremost responsibility
to pass on to future generations, the rights, liberty and
freedom they inherited at such great sacrifice from previous
generations. SB1070 does not meet that test.
Ben Franklin is attributed with the quote “Any society
that would give up a little liberty to gain a little security
will deserve neither and lose both.” Unfortunately, in its
frustration, Arizona and other supporters around the nation
are willing to help build a surveillance society in the name
of “doing something.”
Another proposed “solution” to the illegal immigration
problem has been the E-Verify system. It is not only included
in Arizona’s SB1070, but in other tough imigration laws
touted in states like Oklahoma. It must be understood
that the SSN database is riddled with errors with estimates
running as high as 13 million errors. Admittedly most are
not serious errors but that being said there is a problem
causing E-Verify to correctly identify those in our country
illegally less than 50% of the time.
The following comes from an AP story:
The online tool E-Verify, now used voluntarily by employers,
wrongly clears illegal workers about 54 percent of the time,
according to Westat, a research company that evaluated the
system for the Homeland Security Department. E-Verify missed
so many illegal workers mainly because it can’t detect identity
fraud, Westat said.
A recent report verified that DHS has conducted three
programs, each of which involved spying on American
citizens. The programs -- Pantheon, Pathfinder and
Organizational Shared Space -- used a variety of software
tools to gather and analyze information about Americans,
according to documents obtained by the Center for
(Cont’d on Page 9)
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Do We Need to Replace the Income Tax with A Fair Tax?
By Steve Hempfling

There has been much discussion about replacing the Income Tax with some other form of tax. While
this idea has been around for a while and most of the people supporting it are well meaning, I want to
examine if a replacement is needed.

How will the Government Survive?

I talk to groups from coast to coast and many of them absolutely believe the government would fail
if the income tax were repealed. This is a common idea and one that certainly appears to be sound. But
this is based on a misconception that the income tax is most of the federal government’s take in taxes.
On information, from the US Government Accounting Office, the personal income tax is only 43% for
2009. You pay a lot of taxes without considering the income tax. This shows that the income tax is no
where near 100% of the federal tax money.
Free Enterprise Society wants to eliminate the income tax due to fraud and deception of the income
tax. We also want to restore the adherence to the US Constitution. This means that we want it followed
and those that do not follow it - punished.
In my opinion the government can get by without the income tax if we limit the federal government
to the US Constitution, which is what we intend to do. The federal government needs some tough love.
No elected official has been held accountable for lying, cheating, or stealing for some time. But this era
of corruption is ending and many elected officials may find themselves behind bars in the near future.
Americans are going to demand very strict accountability in the future.

Would a Sales Tax be Constitutional?
The replacement taxes such as National Sales Tax, Fair Tax, VAT tax, being considered now, do not
appear to be constitutional. Would it be a fair statement to say that congress has used and abused
every taxing power in the Constitution? I believe so. Then it would follow that if these alternative
taxes were constitutional, we would already have them. The congress would need to ask us to vote
the congress additional taxing powers to implement any of the above taxes. This would be a serious
mistake on our part.
I am not totally against a new tax providing it conforms with the US Constitution, but I am against
giving the government a pass for lying to us for nearly 100 years collecting a tax we did not owe. I am
against replacing one invalid tax for another unconstitutional one. Also, just because the government
has had illegal spending in its budget for so long, that does not mean we need to continue illegal
expenditures. If we want the government to follow the Constitution, then there is no room for exceptions.
That is what we have today -- Exceptions to the Constitution resulting in practically no Constitution.
The government can survive with constitutional taxes providing it’s expenditures are constitutional
also. From the 2009 expenditures it appears that 60% or more of the money spent by government does
not conform with Article 1 Section 10 of the US Constitution.

Will the Income Tax go Away?
Anyone that believes the income tax will be replaced by some new tax and we will never see
the income tax again is in denial. Simply watching what has been done in the past will show the
government’s intent. The income tax may go away for one or two years but then it be will brought
back again. You will be told that it is being brought back on a very limited basis and that the average
American (you) will never know it’s there. These were the words used in 1913 when purportedly passing
the 16th amendment.

Can this be done overnight?
The income tax would need to be phased out over maybe 10 years and that would allow for the
workforce to adjust from government jobs to private jobs. ( There would be tons of unfilled jobs in the
(Cont’d on Page 7)
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From the internet:
To Kill an American
Written by an Australian Dentist

You probably missed this in the rush of news, but there was actually a report that someone in Pakistan
had published in a newspaper, an offer of a reward to anyone who killed an American, any American.
So an Australian dentist wrote an editorial the following day to let everyone know what an American is .
So they would know when they found one. (Good one, mate!!!!)
‘An American is English, or French, or Italian, Irish, German, Spanish , Polish, Russian or Greek. An
American may also be Canadian, Mexican, African, Indian, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Australian,
Iranian, Asian, or Arab, or Pakistani or Afghan. Or even Portuguese!
An American may also be a Comanche, Cherokee, Osage, Blackfoot, Navaho, Apache, Seminole or
one of the many other tribes known as native Americans.
An American is Christian , or he could be Jewish, or Buddhist, or Muslim. In fact, there are more
Muslims in America than in Afghanistan . The only difference is that in America they are free to worship
as each of them chooses.
An American is also free to believe in no religion.. For that he will answer only to God, not to the
government, or to armed thugs claiming to speak for the government and for God.
An American lives in the most prosperous land in the history of the world.
The root of that prosperity can be found in the Declaration of Independence , which recognizes the God
given right of each person to the pursuit of happiness.
An American is generous.. Americans have helped out just about every other nation in the world in their
time of need, never asking a thing in return.
When Afghanistan was over-run by the Soviet army 20 years ago, Americans came with arms and
supplies to enable the people to win back their country!
As of the morning of September 11, Americans had given more than any other nation to the poor in
Afghanistan.
The national symbol of America , The Statue of Liberty , welcomes your tired and your poor, the
wretched refuse of your teeming shores, the homeless, tempest tossed. These in fact are the people who
built America
Some of them were working in the Twin Towers the morning of September 11 , 2001 earning a better
life for their families. It’s been told that the World Trade Center victims were from at least 30 different
countries, cultures, and first languages, including those that aided and abetted the terrorists.
So you can try to kill an American if you must. Hitler did. So did General Tojo , and Stalin , and Mao
Tse-Tung, and other blood-thirsty tyrants in the world.. But, in doing so you would just be killing yourself
. Because Americans are not a particular people from a particular place. They are the embodiment of the
human spirit of freedom. Everyone who holds to that spirit, everywhere, is an American.
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Pence on the Three-Month
Anniversary of ObamaCare

“ObamaCare has given the American people nothing but
a string of broken promises.”

Washington, DC - U.S. Congressman Mike Pence, Chairman of the House Republican Conference,
released the following statement today marking the three-month anniversary of the enactment of
ObamaCare:
“Three months of ObamaCare has given the American people nothing but a string of broken promises.
It will send the nation’s cost for health care skyrocketing by more than $300 billion, while increasing
the deficit and imposing tax penalties on millions of middle class families. The president’s oft-repeated
assurance that you can keep your health insurance lacks credibility and millions of Americans will lose
their current plan by 2013 and have to shop for new coverage.
“The American people rejected ObamaCare long before it became law, and their frustration with this
government-takeover of health care has only grown. They know it’s time to repeal ObamaCare, with
its budget-busting price tag and job-killing mandates, and replace it with common sense solutions that
actually lower costs without growing the size of government.”

Steve Hempfling... (Cont’d from Page 5)

private sector. ) The elected officials would have to really (not lip service) clean up the waste or go to
jail. There are 1,000,000’s of government workers today that are not needed or are in unconstitutional
positions.

More taxes would mean more irresponsible behavior
The government wants to double your taxes. Even if we allowed this, the government would just
find ways to double the budget again and then taking more away from us AGAIN in more new taxes.
Details from the US Government Accounting Office show that, in 2009, the US collected 2.1 Trillion
dollars in taxes. But, the government spent 3.5 Trillion Dollars in the same year. Arghhhhh. No matter
what the American People give, government will irresponsibly spend more and more. This stops here!
This stops now!

Conclusion
I believe we can get rid of the income tax and not replace it. The Federal Government Budget will
be much smaller when limited to constitutional expenditures. ( Smaller by 60-90% )
Simply by adhering to the US Constitution we can:

Remove the Income Tax!
End the Fed!
Have Fast Economic Recovery!
Have Freedom!
Have secure Borders and Country!
The Best Army in the World!
Have NO Debt!
Again be the Example for the World!
********
Steve Hempfling co-founded Free Enterprise Society in1985.
www.Welcome.FreeEnterpriseSociety.com
***
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From Dr. Fred Singers Science and Environmental Project
www.sepp.org

Close Enough for Government Work

BP has successfully placed a cap on the gushing oil well, stopping the flow of oil
and natural gas into the Gulf of Mexico. The drilling of relief wells to permanently seal
the damaged well is proceeding. That is the good news from the Gulf. The disturbing
news is the actions of the Federal Government. Various sources report that, due to
the heat, the work rules for Gulf clean up are 20 minutes of work followed by a 40
minute break. If correct, this would outrage veterans of Iraq or Vietnam for the lack
of a sense of urgency to accomplish the mission.

Obama Drives Away US Oil Wells
In spite of being twice thwarted by the courts, the Interior Department has announced
yet another moratorium on drilling wells in waters deeper than 500 feet below sea level
and reports indicate it is not issuing permits for shallower wells. These actions have
economic consequences for the region and the nation. Already two shallow water drilling
rigs have left and two deep water drilling rigs are leaving: one for Egypt and the other
for the Republic of the Congo. It is sad to think that the owners of the rigs believe that
the government of the Republic of Congo is less inclined to interfere with obligations of
contract than the government of the United States.

Challenge to EPA’s CO2 Claims
SEPP has joined the Competitive Enterprise Institute and Freedomworks in filing a
petition in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Washington DC Circuit requesting review
of the EPA ruling increasing mileage standards for automobiles. This petition is to
complete the February petition to review the EPA finding that carbon dioxide emissions
endanger public health and welfare.

Quote of the Month:
The Food Police
Love him or hate him, talk radio host Rush Limbaugh doesn’t pull any punches. Like us, he is
outraged over the misnamed Center for Science in the Public Interest’s (CSPI) threat to sue over toys in
Happy Meals. And on a recent show, Limbaugh gave the food cops a piece of his mind:
“You know, the Center for Science in the Public Interest, this wacko bunch of leftist kooks, statists,
nannies, these are the people that banned coconut oil from your popcorn in movie theaters, have gotten rid
of MSG, the flavoring in Chinese food, they wanted to ban Chinese food. These people want to get in your
life and tell you what to eat. If you look at these people you wonder if they’re barely alive, they’re skeletal,
they’re miserable, they are unhappy, and they want to spread that misery to everybody else by having you
eat basically nothing but tofu and cardboard, run around eating miniature rocks and berries as you traverse
the deserts of the world.”
From the Center for Consumer Freedom, www.consumerfreedom.com
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Arizona’s Immigration Law... (Cont’d from Page 4)

Investigative Reporting. DHS turned over the papers in
response to a December 2008 Freedom of Information Act
request.

society. Government does spy on our emails, phone calls
and monitor our financial transactions. A free society and
a surveillance society cannot coexist.

Another part of the equation is a company named L-1
Identity Solutions. L-1 and the World Bank have reached an
agreement to insure all people in the world, including third
world countries, are enrolled into a single global system of
identification that translates into a single system of control.

Under the provisions of the Patriot Act, the FBI has
been given legal authority beyond what they previously
had. The result has been abuses of NSL’s (National Security
Letters) The FBI can issue an NSL to L-1 Identity Solutions
requesting information such as, but not limited to, citizens
biometric samples/data/templates and you would know
nothing about it. States have archived databases for their
DMV’s that L-1 controls. State DMV’s would not know the
information was provided to the FBI. NSL’s require that the
company not discuss the NSL with anyone. There are no
search warrants or other legal instruments needed before
the FBI issues NSL’s.

Why is L-1 significant? L-1 is the largest biometric
company in the United States and arguably the world. L-1
provides nearly 95% all state driver’s licenses. It is involved
in the production of all passports and passport cards. It
is a global company that has had or does have the former
Directors of the CIA, FBI, TSA and others on its Board of
Directors. L-1 also has an intelligence division that has
contracts with nearly every intelligence agency of the federal
government. In addition to losing a contract for misleading
the client and being accused by the SEC for insiders selling
stock in advance of adverse financial news (settled suit) L-1,
under its previous name Viisage Technology overstated the
capability of its biometric technology many documented
times.
Why should a citizen care that L-1 is a global company
and what does it mean to individuals? L-1 also provided
their facial recognition technology knowing that technology
was going to be tested by the Red Chinese government.
Naturally the Chinese wanted to use the technology to
identify dissidents. That proves the power of the system and
the danger to individuals when in the hands of dangerous
dictatorships.
Today thousands of surveillance cameras on nearly
every street corner are pointed at you. It does not matter
if you are in your hometown or Paris, France. You can be
identified through the use of facial recognition technology,
biometric and CCTV technology.
This is nothing new and has been going on for some
time. Viisage Technology, now called L-1 Identity Solutions
used facial recognition technology to capture the digital
facial images of people who entered the Super Bowl in 2001,
before the attacks on 9/11.
The company claimed huge success in assisting law
enforcement to capture people who were wanted by law
enforcement. The technology has been used many times
since. We should all face the fact we live in a surveillance

This is a violation of the Constitution in so many ways.
Congress must address the issue of L-1 and insure if L-1 is
to remain the primary vendor for identification documents
that there are strict laws put in place to protect citizens from
L-1 sharing any information unless a court order exist.

CONCLUSION
State lawmakers and yes, some citizens are willing to
sacrifice liberty towards what they falsely will address issues
such as illegal immigration and terrorism.
It is incredible to know that almost 9 years after 9/11 our
borders are still wide open. More incredible still to know
that DHS has a goal of only stopping 29% of the illegal
people and goods entering our country through authorized
Custom Border Patrol checkpoints.
One should realize just how much of our borders do not
have authorized Custom Border Patrol checkpoints. What
percentage of illegal goods and people are entering in
those areas? Understand that if the goal is to only prevent
29% that means 71% will get through.
The problem continues to be the failure of the Federal
government to secure our nation’s borders. Arizona has
tried to address the problem with SB1070 and now other
states are looking at the law as a possible model. People are
desperate to save their country.
In reality, SB1070 has been packed with models for
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Free Speech Gag Bill Moving in House

Action Alert issued by Gun Owners of America

The ability of American citizens to communicate with their elected officials is one of the most important rights that
help preserve our freedoms. In fact, of all the forms of speech protected by the First Amendment, political speech is
at the top of the list.
This is exactly what the Supreme Court said earlier this year, in Citizens United v. FEC, when it ruled unconstitutional
huge portions of the McCain-Feingold law, otherwise known as the Incumbent Protection Act.
Now, in an effort to undo the victory at the Supreme Court, liberals in Congress are attempting to pass the so-called
DISCLOSE Act, which would severely limit the ability of GOA to communicate to our members and the general
public.
This unconstitutional bill has already passed the House of Representatives and is heading to the Senate. We must stop
it there.
Sadly, as we reported yesterday, some in the pro-gun community have abandoned the principle of protecting the free
speech rights of all Americans, so long as their ox is not being gored in this instance.
The NRA, which had previously opposed the DISCLOSE Act, has now accepted a deal to exempt that organization from
the bill.
This is a startling about-face by the association.
When the Supreme Court ruled in favor of political speech in Citizens United, NRA executive vice president Wayne
LaPierre praised the decision, saying, “This ruling is a victory for anyone who believes that the First Amendment applies
to each and every one of us.... This is a defeat for arrogant elitists who wanted to carve out free speech as a privilege for
themselves and deny it to the rest of us.” (Emphasis added.)
That’s a far cry from the NRA statement to Congress this week regarding legislation specifically designed to undo that
Supreme Court decision.
“On June 14, 2010, Democratic leadership in the U.S. House of Representatives pledged that H.R. 5175 [DISCLOSE Act]
would be amended to exempt groups like the NRA, that meet certain criteria, from its onerous restrictions on political
speech,” reads the statement.
“As a result, and as long as that remains the case, the NRA will not be involved in final consideration of the House bill.”
Apparently it’s ok to “carve out” a little free speech if you’re in the role of the “elitists.”
But the misguided NRA exemption will leave millions and millions of gun owners and sportsmen belonging to dozens
of different organizations out in the cold.
We cannot allow this to happen. An attack on our First Amendment rights is a direct assault on our Second Amendment
rights. After all, if GOA can’t alert you about legislation affecting your Second Amendment rights, then we cannot
protect those rights.
Of course, that’s precisely what the politicians in Washington want. Shut out the voices of the “commoners” like gun
owners and Tea Party activists who are coming to -- in the words of Senate candidate Rand Paul of Kentucky -- “take
our government back!”
There’s a reason the Bill of Rights is considered as an entire unit, and an attack on one part of the Constitution poses a
threat to the whole document.
In short, if GOA loses this battle, all political organizations -- of any size -- will ultimately lose.
ACTION To Take: Please ask your congressman to vote against the anti-gun DISCLOSE Act. Here’s what you can do:
1. Urge your Senator to oppose S. 3295
2. Urge the NRA to change its position and stand with Gun Owners of America. You know that GOA is the organization
that consistently refuses to compromise on principle. Even still, GOA has fought alongside the NRA many times to
(Cont’d on Page 11)
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Arizona’s Immigration Law... (Cont’d from Page 9)

federal law, such as E-Verify and the SAVE Act (the “Secure America Though Verification And Enforcement” Act). These very
bad laws have not been able to pass Congress and so supporters are now seeking success on a state by state basis. The
bottom line is SB1070 has become the Trojan Horse in the drive to create an International ID system that will track our every
move. It is not freedom and it is not security.
It is refreshing that there are elected officials like Arizona’s governor who are willing to stand against massive pressure,
even federal lawsuits, to try to do what is right. And it is exciting to see that leasers in other states are willing to do the same.
It is part of the new and growing revolution against federal tyranny. But these leaders must also be careful to watch for the
pitfalls that may result in their actions.
There is most certainly a need for strong legislation to stop the largest invasion our nation has ever experienced. But
such legislation must focus on prohibiting illegals from coming here, rather than forcing the rest of us in a surveillance
straight jacket. Toward that end, unfortunately, Arizona’s SB1070 accomplishes very little except sacrificing the liberty of
U.S. citizens.

Action... (Cont’d from Page 10)

fight unconstitutional legislation, and it is imperative that we fight side-by-side on this issue as well. It has often been said that, “We
either hang together or we will hang alone.” But impress upon the NRA management that being the last one hung doesn’t make
the situation any better. You can call the NRA at (800) 392-VOTE (8683).

Dear Senator:
I stand with Gun Owners of America in opposing the DISCLOSE Act (H.R. 5175 and S. 3295).
It is outrageous that the House of Representatives passed this legislation with a deal to exempt certain large organizations from the terms
of the DISCLOSE Act. This smacks of the money-for-votes fiasco which helped grease the skids for passage of ObamaCare and which has already
lowered Congress’ reputation to unprecedented depths.
I was glad to see that Senator Mitch McConnell blasted this deal, which was especially aimed at carving out special exemptions for the NRA
leadership in exchange for their promise to sit on their hands and not oppose the DISCLOSE Act. “If there is one thing Americans loathe about
Washington, it’s the backroom dealing to win the vote of organizations with power and influence at the expense of everyone else,” McConnell
said.
“Just as it wasn’t the Democrats’ money to offer in the health care debate, free speech isn’t theirs to ration out to those willing to play ball
-- it’s a right guaranteed by our First Amendment to all Americans.”
I agree wholeheartedly. Please do NOT vote in favor of this legislation, as it will have a chilling effect upon our free speech rights by forcing
the organizations we associate with to disclose their membership lists.
How ironic that a Congress and President who treat transparency with contempt should now be trying to force legal organizations to
disclose the names of their law-abiding members. The hypocrisy is blatant, to say the least.
Vote no on H.R. 5175 or S. 3295.
Sincerely,

For more information contact Gun Owners of America, www.gunowners.org
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Cap-and-Trade is a Nation Killer
By Alan Caruba

There are many reasons why the Cap-and-Trade Act will
harm the future of the nation, but among the worst is that
it is entirely based on a lie. The very worst, however, is that
it is a nation killer.
Cap-and-Trade is intended to set up a trade scheme in
“carbon credits” that is estimated to be worth a trillion
dollars if enacted. The rationale is the need to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, primarily carbon dioxide (CO2),
to avoid global warming.
There is no global warming and no need to reduce
carbon dioxide emissions.
The vast bulk of CO2 is natural. The Earth produces 97% of
the CO2 in the atmosphere. The atmosphere is essentially
and overwhelmingly water vapor. CO2 plays no role in
climate change.
Cap-and-Trade is a tax on energy use and Americans are
constantly told that energy use in any form—-coal, oil,
natural gas, or nuclear—-is bad. That’s not just a lie, it is
insane.
Americans are told that “renewable” or “clean” energy can
replace the energy generated by the use of coal, natural
gas, and by nuclear plants. Solar and wind energy can
never achieve this. They depend on totally unpredictable
sources, the sun and wind. All such “green energy” must
have existing plants as backup.
Green energy produces electricity. Oil is not used for this
purpose, but one of the primary “reasons” offered for Capand-Trade is a reduction in the importation of oil. There is
literally no connection between the two.
Cap-and-Trade authorizes the government to set a limit
on the amount of carbon dioxide that can be produced.
It then gives existing industries credits for the amount
they are already producing. Those industries can then use
the credits or trade them on exchanges set up for that
purpose.
Renamed the “American Power Act”, the bill put forth
by Senators John Kerry (D-MA) and Joseph Lieberman
(I-CT) borders on being an act of treason against all
Americans.
The Institute for Energy Research commissioned
Chamberlain Economics to do an economic and
distributional analysis. Here are some of their findings:
• The American Power Act would reduce U.S. employment
by roughly 522,000 jobs by 2015, rising to more than 5.1
million jobs by 2050.
• U.S. households would face a gross annual burden of
$125.9 billion per year or $1,042 per household. The

costs would be disproportionately borne by low-income
households and senior citizens.
In July 2009, Senators Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) and Olympia
Snow (R-ME) introduced a bill to make the Commodity
Futures Trading Commission the sole regulator of the
carbon market that Cap-and-Trade creates. It is an
independent agency of the federal government. Here are
some facts the mainstream media is not reporting:
• The chairman of the CFTC is Gary Gensler. Formerly
employed by Goldman Sachs, he was nominated by
President Obama.
• Goldman Sachs is a part owner of the Chicago-based
exchange where carbon allowances would be traded.
• Goldman Sachs has spent millions of dollars lobbying
for Cap-and-Trade legislation in anticipation of making
billions at the expense of taxpayers and energy
consumers.
• Goldman Sachs employees are heavy contributors to
the Democrat Party, giving it more than $4.4 million in
the 2008 election. Barack Obama’s campaign received
more than $997,000.
Utilities and investment banks in the U.S. and Europe see
carbon trading, a wholly fictitious new financial instrument,
as a huge new profit center. Carbon trading could top $1
trillion a year by 2020.
This totally artificial “market” will create a “bubble” that,
when it bursts, will dwarf the losses that have occurred
in the sub-prime mortgage meltdown that caused the
current financial crisis.
Meanwhile, hidden within the Cap-and-Trade bill is a
provision prohibiting homeowners from selling their
homes unless they completely retrofit their homes to
comply with energy and water efficiency standards. The
costs will, for many, make it impossible to sell their home.
A Wall Street Journal editorial stated that “The whole point
of Cap-and-Trade is to hike the price of electricity and
gas…These higher prices will show up not just in electricity
bills or at the gas station, but in every manufactured good,
from food to cars…Americans should know that those
Members (of Congress) who vote for this climate bill are
voting for what is likely to be the biggest tax in American
history.”
There no scientific or economic justification for the passage
of Cap-and-Trade legislation. The President knows this. The
Democrats in Congress know this. It’s more than just a tax.
It is a nation killer.
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